COMPARISON OF PRODUCTS OF METHODS
OF SUMMABILITY*
BY

RALPH PALMER AGNEW

1. Introduction.
A sequence s„ of complex numbers (or complex-valued
functions) is called summable to L by the method of summability
oo

(-4)

Sn = 5Z anksk,
*=i

determined by the matrix A =- (a„fc) of real or complex constants, if the transform S» exists and limn^S„ = L. The matrix A (and method of summability
A) is called row-finite if for each n, a„k = 0 for all sufficiently great k; and is
called triangular if an* = 0 for k>n. The method A is regular if sn—>L implies
Sn-*L. Necessary and sufficient conditions that A be regular are, by the
Silverman-Toeplitz
theorem,
QO

(1.1)

^\ank\<M,

M = constant,

Jb_l

(1.2)

for each k,

lim ank = 0,
rt—»to
OO

(1.3)

lim £
"-"•

ank = 1.

k-l

The set of sequences summable A is called the convergence field of A.

Let
(B)

Tn = ¿

bnksk

k—i

denote a second method of summability.
In case each sequence summable B is summable A to the same value, A is
said to include B and we write A s B. In case A^B and Bo A, A and B are
called equivalent and we write A ~B. In case the equality LA = LB holds for
each sequence summable A to LA and summable B to LB, the methods A and
B are called mutually consistent (or consistent).
In terms of A and B it is possible to define two "products," each of which
is a new method of summability. The iteration product, ordinarily denoted by
* Presented to the Society, February 20, 1937; received by the editors March 27, 1937.
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AB, is the method which associates
of its B transform, that is,

(AB)

[May

with a given sequence the A transform

Un = 23 önpPp= 2 X) VnpbpkSkp—X

p=l

k—X

Thus 5„ is summable ^4P to L if lim Un = L. The composition product is also
at times denoted by AB; it is the method whose matrix is the product AB
(which we denote by AB) of the matrices A and B. Thus we write
00

(AB)

CO

Vn= 5Z 23 anpbpksk,
k=x p=x

and s„ is summable ^4 P to P if F„—>P.
We observe that Un and F„ are, if they exist, respectively
rows" and the "sum by columns" of the double series

(1.4)

anXbxxsx +

anXbx2s2 +

anXbx3s3 +

■■•

+

an2i2iSi

a„2ô22s2

an2ô23s3

+

■■•

+

a„3b3Xsx +

an3b33s3 +

• • -

+

+

a„3b32s2 +

the "sum by

+.

If A and B axe regular and sn is bounded, the series (1.4) converges absolutely and Un = Vn; but without these restrictions it is not so obvious that

Un=Vn. There is in fact the possibility that ^4P and AB

may fail to be

equivalent or even consistent.
It is the main object of this paper to compare pairs selected from the four
transformations
A, B, AB, and A B, considering in each case questions of
inclusion, equivalence, and consistency. It appears that unless either or both
of the matrices (ank) and (bnk) axe assumed to belong to restricted types,
the results obtained are largely negative. These negative results are established by examples. Several examples are explicitly given, each for two reasons. In the first place each example, consisting of two regular methods of
summability satisfying prescribed conditions and a sequence, can be manufactured only after considerable experimentation.
In the second place the
examples are largely of such obviously pathological character that they leave
hope of obtaining positive theorems involving matrices of restricted types.
Some such theorems are given in this paper, particularly in §11. It is doubtless true that more (and better) theorems of this kind will appear in the future.

In §12 we compare AB with A'B' and A B with A' B' where the pair
A, A' and the pair B, B' represent

closely related methods of summability.
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In §13 we deal briefly with multiple products and in §14 with kernel transformations.
2. Comparison of methods A and B. It is well known that two regular
row-finite methods A and B with a„*^0, 0„*^O may be such that all of the
relations A oB, Bo A, A ~B are false and in fact such that A and B are inconsistent.*
3. Comparison of methods A and AB. It follows from §2 that we can
choose regular row-finite methods A and B, with ank^0, bnk^0, and a sequence s„ summable A to LA and summable B to Lb^La. It is easy to see
that regularity of A implies that sn is summable AB to LB. Thus A and AB
may be inconsistent, and there is no hope of showing that A o AB, AB o A

or j4~AB.
4. Comparison of B and A B. Elementary
examples show that Bo AB
may be false, and hence that B and AB need not be equivalent, even when A
and B are assumed to be regular, row-finite and a„k^0, bnk^0.
However if A is regular and sn is summable B to L, then Tn—►£and regu-

larity of A imply £/„—>Z.
so that sn is summable AB to L. It follows that if A
is regular, then ABoB. This implies that B and AB must be consistent.
5. Comparison of A and AB. When A and B are determined as in §3, the
series (1.4) from which £7„ and V„ are computed reduces to a finite sum, and
obviously Un=Vn; hence in this case A B~AB.
It follows from §3 that A
and ^4 ■B may be inconsistent, and there is no hope of showing that A o A ■B,

ABoA,orA~AB.
6. Comparison of B and A ■B. Elementary examples of row-finite transformations show that Bo AB may be false and hence that B and A ■B need
not be equivalent.
One might expect to be able to show that if A and B are regular, then
ABoB.
But this is impossible. The authort has given an example of transformations A and B (having some significant properties in addition to regularity) and a sequence sn which is summable B but non-summable A ■B.
In this paper we go further and prove in §9 the following theorem:
Theorem 6.1. There exist regular transformations
bnh^Ofor which B and A B are inconsistent.

7. Comparison of AB and AB.

A and B with ank^0,

It is not true that regularity of A and B

* Questions involving inconsistency of transformations are discussed in detail in Agnew, On
ranges of inconsistency of regular transformations and allied topics, Annals of Mathematics, vol. 32

(1931),pp. 715-722.
f Agnew, Products of methods of summability, Bulletin of the American Mathematical

vol. 42 (1936),pp. 547-549.
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implies either AB ? AB
theorem :

ox AB

[May

z AB. In fact we prove in §9 the following

Theorem
7.1. There exist regular transformations
bnks^O, for which AB and A ■B are inconsistent.

A and B with ank~^0,

This theorem evidences the necessity of noticing a distinction between the
iteration product AB and the composition product A B.
The transformation
A of Theorem 7.1 cannot be row-finite. For if A is
row-finite, then all of the terms lying below some row of the double series
(1.4) from which U„ and V„ axe computed vanish, and existence of Un implies
existence

of Fn and the equality

Fn = Z7„. Thus we have the theorem :

Theorem 7.2. If A is row-finite, then A Bo AB.
This implies that if A is row-finite, then AB and A B must be consistent.
It is however impossible to go further and prove that AB and A B must be
equivalent. We prove the following theorem:

Theorem
finite, a„tàO,

7.3. There exist regular transformations

A and B with A row-

bnk^O, and a sequence Sk such that Sk is summable A B but non-

summable AB.
Let px, p2, p3, ■ ■ ■ denote in order the primes 2, 3, 5, ■ • • . For each
» = 1,2, 3, • • ■ , let <¡„,pn= fl„,p„!= 1/2 and let ank = 0 otherwise. If « is neither
a prime nor a square of a prime, let bn„= 1, and bnk = 0 otherwise. For each
« = 1,2, • • ■ let bPn,k= 0 when k^pn, pn, pJ, • ■ ■ , and let bPn,k= 2~a when k
isof the form/>„2a_1. Let bPntik= 0 v/henk^pf
,p¿, pn, • ■ • ,andlet bPniik= 2~"
when k is of the form pñ2"■These matrices ank and bnk define methods A and B
of summability
satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. Observe that
ank = b„k = 0 when n>k. Let the sequence sk be defined by the formulas:
sk = 2a+1/a when k is of the form pf"'1; sk= —2a+1/a when k is of the form
pi" ; and sk = 0 otherwise.
It can be shown that for this example the double series (1.4) from which
Un and F„ are computed becomes (after omission of rows and columns of
zeros)

l+0+i+0+i+0+|+---

+0-1+0-^+0-^+0-.
It is apparent that, for each », the sum by columns of this series is 0, that is,
Vn = 0 ; and that the sum by rows does not exist, that is, Un does not exist.
Thus the sequence of sn of the example is summable A ■B to 0 and is nonsummable AB. This proves Theorem 7.3.
The transformation
B of Theorem 7.3 cannot be row-finite. For if both
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A and B are row-finite, then U„= V„ for every n and equivalence

of AB and

A ■B follows.
In spite of the fact that the transformations
AB and A B of Theorem 7.1
need not be consistent, there is a large class of sequences (including all
bounded sequences and all unilaterally bounded real sequences) over which
they must be equivalent.
We shall say that a sequence sn lies in an angle less than ir in the complex
plane if there exist a point z0, an angle 0O,and a positive angle <p<7r/2 such

that for each n
(7.32)

where pk^0
Theorem

sk = zo + p*««V"*>

and | 6k\ ^<¡>.
7.4. // A and B are regular transformations

(7.41)

ank ^0,

iniH,

with

», k - 1,2, • • • ,

then each sequence sn which lies in an angle less than w in the complex plane and
which is summable to L by one of the methods AB and AB is also summable to

X by the other one.
The gist of this theorem is that for regular transformations
A, B satisfying
(7.41), the two transformations
AB and A B are equivalent in so far as application to sequences lying in an angle less than it is concerned.
To prove the theorem, suppose first that sk is a sequence given by (7.32)

for which Vn exists. Then
oo

(7.42)

oo

Vn = £ Z ^pbpk [zo + pkeie'e'h],
*=i p=i

and, where £k and r¡k are the real and imaginary
oo

(7.43)

co

oo

parts of p*ei8*,

oo

F„ = zo^2 X) ctnpbpic
+ eie°Y¿ X anpbpk[h + *?*].
k=i p—\

Since Onic^O, ontè0,

^k^0,

k=i p=i

and i\k is real, this implies
oo

(7.44)

convergence

of

oo

X) Z anpbpk
U*| •
h-i

p-i

But | i]k\ ^ £* tan <bso that (7.44) converges when \%k\ is replaced by \i)k\.
It now follows easily that both series in (7.43) converge absolutely and hence
that the series in (7.42) converges absolutely. Therefore
co

(7.45)

oo

Un=¿Z¿Z
anpbpk[z0 + pkei6*eiek\
î>-i *=i
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exists and Un=Vn; hence F„—>Z implies also Un-+L. We can show similarly
that Un-^L implies also F„—>P, and Theorem 7.4 is proved.

8. A double series. In the next section we use the double series

1 -i

(8.1)

+ 0-

i + 0-

1 + 0-0

+ 0-0

+•••

+ 0-0

+ 1-0

+ 0-0

+ 0-1

+ 0-A+

••

+0-0

+ 0-0

+ Í-0

+ 0-0

+ 0-0

+•••

+ 0-0

+ 0-0+0-0

+ ^-0

+ 0-0

+■••

+.
whose terms unk may be defined as follows: for each odd k
unk = 1/k if n=

(8.2)

(k+

l)/2,

t

= 0 otherwise;

and for each even k
Unk = -

(8.3)

1/k

if n = nk,

= 0 otherwise,

where nk is the smallest « for which
(8.4)

M„i + U„2 + Un3 +

■ ■ ■ + U„,k-X -

1/k

^ 0.

The harmonic series ^1/k being divergent, it is easy to see that for each »,
the infinite series u„x+u„2+ ■ ■■ converges to 0. Hence the double series (8.1)
converges by rows to 0 and by columns to log 2 = 1 —1/2 +1/3 —1/4 + • • • .
Moreover it can be shown by arithmetic methods that for each », u„k = 0 for
all sufficiently great k; that is, each row of (8.1) contains only a finite number
of non-vanishing terms.
9. Proof of Theorems 6.1 and 7.1. We can now prove the following theorem of which Theorems 6.1 and 7.1 are obvious corollaries:
Theorem

9.1. There exists a pair of regular transformations

A and B with

B row-finite,
(9.11)

ank è 0,

bnk^O,

00

(9.12)

n, k = 1, 2, •••,

00

2>»*=1,
«.-i

E^=l,
*«i

n = 1, 2, • • • ,

and a sequence sk such that
00

(9.13)

/„ = 2>„*s* = 0,
k-X

w = 1, 2, •••,
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(9. 14)

OO

OO

Un = X VnpTp= ¿Z X <lnpbpkSk
= 0,
p=l

Jl-l
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» — 1, 2, • • • ,

*-l

<mhZ
co

(9. 15)

oo

Vn = X Z anpOpfcS*
= 1,
t_i p=i

» = 1, 2, ••• .

Let the positive integers 1, 2, 3, •• • be displayed as a double sequence

hnk so that An= l, hn = 2, hi2= 3, A3i=4, hn = 5, Ai3= 6, hu = 7, etc. For each
» = 1, 2, 3, ■• • , let ank be defined for A= l, 2, 3, • • • by the formula
ank = O,

(9.16)

A ?¿ A„i, An2, An3, • • • ,

= 2~\

This matrix a„* determines

k = Kr, r = 1, 2, • ■ • .

a regular method A of summability

with an*^0

and ¿Zk-iank = 1 for each n.
The double series (1.4) from which Un and F„ are computed takes (after
removal of rows of zeros) the form
20a„i,iäi

+

2bhnl,2s2

+

2bhnl,aSs

+

• ■•

+

ïbhn,,iSi

+

ibh„lf2s2

+

ibhni,3S3

+

• • ■

+

!**„,.i*i

+

jbh„3.2s2 + ihnt,3sa

+

■■■

+.

Let, for each n and r,
(9.18)

0A„,ri*= 0,

A 5¿ hñ.r, hn.r+1,

Then the double series (9.17) takes (after removal of columns of zeros) the

form
2 0a„i.*„A,i
.

.

+

2bhnl.hnlSh„, +

hbhnl,hntShn, +

■• •

lhn¡,hntSnnt

í0*„,,A„,í*n,

• ■•

+

0

+

+

0

+

0

+

+ ïbknt,K,shnl

+

+■■■

+.

We observe that if n'^n",
then the "variables"
(9.19), when n = n', are distinct from those appearing
» = 1, 2, 3, ■ • ■ let the elements baß and s7 appearing
so that the terms of the two series (9.19) and (8.1) in
will be equal, and the non-vanishing elements of the
"*n,r*n,r'''A»,r*n,r+l)

will be equal in order to

"*n,r*n,r+S>

bafi and sy appearing in
when n = n". For each
in (9.19) be determined
corresponding positions
sequence
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l/2d, l/22d, ■■■ , 1/Vd

where d = 1/2 + l/22+ • • • +1/25.
This gives a complete and unique determination
of the elements of the
matrix B = (b„k). It is clear that B satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem,
regularity being implied by the conditions
00

bnk ^0,

/.

bnk = 1 .

*=1

and the fact that b„k= 0 when » > k.
It follows from identity of (9.19) and (8.1) and the
(8.1) converges to 0, that Tp = 0 for each p = l, 2, - • •
hence (9.19) converge by rows to 0 and by columns to
and F„ = log 2. If finally we divide each s„ determined

fact that each row of
; and since (8.1) and
log 2 we have £7n= 0
above by log 2, then

Tp,Un,and Vnwill be divided by log 2 and we obtain (9.13),(9.14), and (9.15).
10. Remarks on Theorem 9.1. The author
ample less recondite than the one just given
the requirements ank^0, bnk^0 axe removed,
For definiteness, and convenience of reference
Theorem

has been unable to find an exto prove Theorem 9.1. In case
we can give simpler examples.
we state the following theorem :

10.1. // r is a complex number with 0 < | r \ < 1, then the methods

(A)

Sn =

sn +

rnsn+x

(B)

Tn = [1/(1

-

+

rn+1sn+2

r)]sn-x +

[-

are regular while AB and A B are inconsistent.

+

■■■ ,

r/(l

-

r)]sn

The sequence sk = (1 —r)r~k is

summable AB to 0 and AB to 1.
Verification

is straightforward

and left to the reader. We note that if

0<r<l,
the elements ank are all ^0 but some elements bnk are <0; while
if — Kr<0,
all elements bnk are ïïO but some elements ank are <0. If r is

not real, the conditions ani;Sï0, bnklàO both fail.
The method A of Theorem 10.1 is, for each admissible r, equivalent to
convergence. For on one hand A is regular. On the other hand if sk is summable A to L so that
(10.11)

Sn = sn + rnsn+x + r"+15„+2 +

exists and Sn—>L, then convergence
(10.12)

of the series in (10.11) implies that

lim (r°>sa+x+ r^s^,

+ •••)

Oí—*00

and hence that
(10.13)

• ■■

lim Sn = lim Sn = L.

= 0,
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The method B is not only regular but also has several other features at
times desirable in methods of summability. The permissibility of removal or
adjunction of elements at the beginning of a sequence is such a feature.
These remarks make it appear likely that significant theorems giving conditions sufficient for consistency of AB and AB (or for AB 3 AB, or for
AB o AB, or for AB~A B) will involve classes of methods defined by matrices of more or less restricted types rather than involve classes of methods
having various ones of the numerous "desirable" properties of methods of
summability.
The following theorem indicates the possibility of obtaining constructive
theorems involving AB and A B, and is of interest in connection with Theo-

rem 10.1:
Theorem

10.2. // A and B are regular transformations

with ank =S0, bnk ^0

and if B is of theform
n+ß

Tn =

Z¿

bnkSk,

k=n—a

where a and ß are non-negative integers, then ABoAB.

In interpreting B, we agree that sk = 0 when k<l, and that bpk= 0 when
k<p —a and when k >p+ß. Assuming sk to be a sequence for which
CO

(10.21)

CO

V~n= 2J 22 o-npbpksk
= X) S anpbpksk
k=-X p=l

fc—1 p—k—ß

exists, we have for fixed »
Q

oo

CO

Q

V„ = lim ¿2 22 ctnpbpksk— lim ¿2 a*vz2 bpksk
Q->»

(10.22)

4=1 p_l

( Q-ß

Q—"> p=l

Q

= lim < 2~1a»j2~2bpksk+22
Q-*°> V p=l

4=1

Q+a

k=X

p=Q-ß+X

«°

Q+a

Q

\

a»p2 bpksk
>,
*=1

)

and hence
Í Q-ß

(10.23) Vn = lim < 2~2anp2~2bPkSk
+ 2~2
Q->«

V p_l

*_1

p_Q_ß+l

Q

2
k—Q-a-ß+X

\

anpbpksk>
.
)

The operations under the limit sign are justified by vanishing of elements Z>„*.
Now convergence of the first series in (10.21) implies that
00

A* = ¿2 Qnpbpk| sk | —»0
p-i
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as A—>oo. But since ank è0 and bnk ^0, 0ganpbpk\sk\

^Akîor

each fixed p.

Hence
Q+a

Q

<3+a

2

Z

anpbpksk
\è ¿Z

P=Q-ß+l

0

p-C-0+1

k=Q-a-ß+l

Q

¿Z A*= (a + ß)
*-0-Q-/S+l

zZ A*-» 0
fc-.Q-a-0+l

as Ç->°o. This fact and (10.23) imply that
p+ß
Un = ¿Z anp¿Z bpkSk= ¿Z S«P X ^J>*5*
p-=l

fc—1

p—1

fc=.J>—O

exists and /7„ = F„. This argument shows that AB o AB, and Theorem 10.2
is proved.
Examples show it is impossible to modify the argument to prove
A Bo AB. For one such example, it suffices to put, for each n = 1, 2, • ■• ,
ank = 0,

= 2~",

A ¿¿ n2, n*, «8, • • • ,

A = n2',

c = 1, 2, • • • ,

and for each n = 2, 3, • • • ,

(10.5)
v

o«t = 0,
= 1/2,

A ?í « — 1, «,
A = n - 1, «,

while on = 1 and oi* = 0 for A> 1. The sequence defined by sn = ( —1) "log n is
summable AB to 0 and is non-summable A B. We note in passing that (10.5)
defines a regular Nörlund method of summability which is included by the

arithmetic mean method.
11. The arithmetic mean and generalizations.
quence of constants with
(11.01)

P„ = pi + p2+ ■■■ + pn * 0,

Let P denote the method of summability
(P)

Let pi, p2, pz, • • ■ be a se-

Tn = (PiSi + p2S2 +

n = 1, 2, • • • .

associated with the transformation
■ • • + pnSn)/Pn.

The transformations
P differ from the more familiar Nörlund methods in
order of distribution of the "weights" pk; but share with Nörlund methods
the property of reducing to the important arithmetic mean method d (or M)
when pk = \ for each A. The theorems of this section therefore give facts in-

volving C\.
Theorem

11.1. 7/^4 and P (regular or not) are methods of summability

with ank^O, P„>0, then APoAP.
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The AP and A P transforms Un and Fn of a sequence sk are (if they
exist) determined as the sum by rows and the sum by columns of the double
series obtained by removing parentheses from the series
PrlOnliplSl

+

+

0

+ 0 + •••)

+ P2lan2(piSi

+ p2s2 +

0

+ 0 +

+

+

7Jj-1aBj(/»1i1

o

p2s2 +

p3s3 +

■• • )

0 +

■■• )

+.

We show that existence of F„ implies existence of Un and the equality
Un=Vn. This follows, on introducing
obvious notation and interchanging
rows and columns, from the following lemma :

Lemma 11.2. If 6„^0forn
parentheses from the series

= \, 2, ■ ■ • , and the series obtained by removing
n(0i + 0, + 63 + ■• ■)

+ <r2(

(11.20)

+

02 + 03 +

•• • )

03 +

• • • )

<r3(

+.

converges by rows to A, then it also converges by columns to A.

To prove the lemma, let
(11.21)

Rn = 0n + 0n+l + 0n+2+ ■• ■ .

If /?„ = 0 for some n, then 0„ = 0 for all sufficiently great n, and the conclusion
of the lemma obviously holds. Hence we may assume Rn^O for all ». Let
(11. 22)

w» = <r„(0„+ 0„w + 0n+2 +•••)=

<r„R„.

Then
(11.23)

Eu»

= Al

ffn = Un/Rn-

The sum of » columns of the series (11.20) is
(11.24)

Kn = o-i(Ri -

Rn+i) + a2(R2 -

Rn+i) + • ■ • + <r„(icn -

This can be written
n

(11.25)

Kn=zZßnkO>k,
k—l

where
(11.26)

ßnk = l - Rn+l/Rk.

Rn+i).
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The fact that P„—>0 monotonely as «—-><»enables us to show that (11.25)
defines a regular method of evaluating series,* that is, 2~2<¿n
= A implies Kn—»A.
This completes the proof of Lemma 11.2 and hence the proof of Theorem 11.1.
It is impossible to strengthen Theorem 11.1 by proving that AP o AP,
even when P is the arithmetic mean transformation Cx. In fact, we prove the

following theorem:
Theorem

11.3. Corresponding

(P)

to each transformation

Tn = (pXSX+ p2S2 H-+

where pn^0,

Pn = px+

■ ■ ■ +pn>0

of the form

PnSn)/Pn,

for each w = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , there is a regular

transformation
oO

(A)

Sn = 2

VnkSk,

i-1

with ank 2ï 0, such that A ■P does not include AP.
Let pi, p2, ■ ■ ■ denote in order the odd primes. For each w = 1, 2, 3, • • •

let
ank = 0,
= ¿

k ;¿ 2pn, 2pn2, 2p„3, • • •
,

k = ¿Pn ,

O = 1, I, ■ ■ • .

The double series, of which Un is the sum by rows and V„ the sum by columns, becomes, after removing rows of zeros and factoring the remaining
rows
(2P7)-1(PXSX

(11.31)

+

+

(APr')-KpXSX +

• • ■ + p2r-XS2r-X + p2rS2r + 0 H-

• • • + p2r-XS2r-X + p2rS2r +

• • • + p2r>S2r>+

• • •

+.,

where r=p„. For each « = 1, 2, • • • , let

(11.32)

s»,# - l/2»P^fc»,

a = 1, 2, ■■■,

and let s2k= 0 when k is not of the form pn'. For each k, let
(11.33)

so-i

=

— p2kS2k/p2k-X-

We now have a complete and unique determination
of a regular matrix ank
and a sequence sk. For each », the series (11.31) converges by rows to 0 and
fails to converge by columns. Therefore the sequence sk is summable AP to 0
and is non-summable A ■P.
* Carmichael, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 25 (1918), pp. 97-131.
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12. Comparison of A B with A 'B' and A ■B with A ' ■B '. It is trivially easy
to see that if A, A', B, B' are regular transformations
and there is an index
»o such that ank = a„c and bnk = bnk when «Sjwo, then A~A' ¡and B~B'.
A

comparison of the two methods AB and A'B', or the two methods A B and
A '■ B' is not so simple. We can however prove the following theorem:

Theorem 12.1. Let
oo

co

(A), (A')

Sn = ¿Z ctnkSk,

(B), (B')

Tn=¿Z bnksk,
*=i

S¿ = JZ anksk,

OO

00

TV = JZ bnksk,
t-i

be four regular methods of summability,
ank = aU, and b„k= b„k,for n^N.
Then the two methods of summability

and let an index N exist such that

00

(AB)

00

Un = ¿Z anp¿Z bpksk,

(A'B')

p=i

k=i

00

00

u: = ¿Z <¿Z
p=l

b'pkSk

k-1

are consistent, and the two methods
oo

oo

(A-B)

Vn = ¿Z ¿Z a-npbpkSk
*_i p=i

(A'B')

Fn' = ¿ZzZaLpb'pkSk

00

00
'

7 '

fc=i p-i

are consistent.

We prove first that (AB) and (A'B') are consistent. Suppose sk is a sequence summable AB to L and summable A'B' toL' so that ?/„—>£, [/„' —>L''.

Then
00

00

TP = ¿j bpksk,

Tp' = 2_, bpkS/c

k-l

k-l

must exist for each p = i, 2, ■ • ■ . Letting oa denote
depending on a which converge to 0 as a—>°o, we find
N-l

oo

r

N-l

generically
oo

-i

Un = ¿Z anpTp+ ¿Z anP zZ bpkSk+ ¿Z bpksk
p—1

p=N
oo

r"

L J:_l
oo

i_JV
"i

= o„ + ¿Z anp\ Op + ¿Z bpksk
p-N
00

L

le-N

00

= o„ + ¿Z anp¿Z bpksk.
p=N

k-N

J

J

quantities
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Likewise
00

00

Un = 0„ + ¿2 a»P 22 bpkSk.
p=N

k=N

But over the ranges of summation in this series, we have, when n^N,
a'np—inp and bpk= bPk. Hence Un = o„+Uñ, and it follows that L = L'. Thus
AB and A'B' are consistent.
To prove that A B and A' B' are consistent, let sk be a sequence summable AB to A. and summable A'B' to A' so that F„—>A,F„'—>A'. Since
a'np= a,npwhen »^N,

we can write for » >N
00

/

N

00

Vn = 22\¿2

V

QnpbpkSk
+ ¿2 VnpbpkSk
),

*_1

\

p_l

oo

/

JV

p—AT+1
oo

Vn = 2~2\2~2 VnpbpkSk
+ 2
fc_l \ p=l

/
\

OnpbpkSk
1.

p=iV+l

/

Since bpk= bpkwhen />> N, it follows that when w ^ A7,
oo

AT

F„ — Fn' = 2~2^L, anP(bPk — bPk)sk.
k—x p-1

An application of the following lemma with bpk= (bpk—bpk)sk shows that
Fn— F„'—>0 as «—><»and hence that A = A' and that AB and A'B' are
consistent.

Lemma 12.2. //
(12.21)

lim anp = 0,

p = 1, 2, • • • , N,

n—»w

and
oo

(12.22)

]V

An = ¿Z 2Zanp0pk
k—Xp-1

exists for each sufficiently great » (say » è«o), <Ae»

(12.23)

limA„ = 0.
»-♦•o

We prove this lemma by induction,

considering first the case where N = 1

and accordingly
oo

An = 2~2 anX0Xk,
k-X

n ÏÎ «o.
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If a„i = 0 for all sufficiently great », then obviously A„—>0.Otherwise we can
choose » ^«o such that a„i^0 and conclude existence of
Bi = ¿_, 8ik,

so that
A„ =-aBi2?i.

Since a„i—>0,it follows that An—>0.Thus the lemma holds when N = 1.
In case N = 2, we have
AB = ¿Z (oniSik + an282k),

(12.24)

n ä; »o-

k~l

Suppose two multipliers

pi and p2, not both zero, exist such that
MiaBi + M2an2 = 0,

n > »0.

Then supposing p2y^0 (the case jui^O is analogous)
we have

and putting

a„2 = pa„i,

and substitution

p= —pi/p2

« > »o,

in (12.24) gives
oo

an = ZZ «Bl(5lt + pSik)k=l

Now A„—>0follows from truth of the lemma for N = 1.
If multipliers pi and p2 do not exist as above, then we can choose »i and
«2 such that «o <»i <«2 and
aBli

aB,2

aB,i

an¡2

9¿ 0.

(12.25)
From

An, = zZ (a»,i5i* + aBl252*),

A», = Z-i (an¡i5ik + a„t252k),

we conclude existence of
an,2àn,

— a„l2A„2

=

¿j

(aB,ia„j2

— aBl2aB,i)¿u.
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This relation and (12.25) enable us to conclude convergence of the first, and
similarly we conclude convergence of the second of the series
00

oo

Bx = ¿-i ^i*>

b2 = 2-, ^2*-

fc=l

k—X

Therefore we can write (12.24) in the form
An = a„iPi

+ an2P2,

and A„—>0follows from a„i—>0,an2—»0.Thus the lemma holds when N = 2.
Assuming

that the lemma holds when N<R,
oo

we can show that

R

A„ = 22 ¿2 VnpOpk
—*0
fc=l p=l

in the case where multipliers

jui, p2, • ■ ■ , pr not all zero exist such that

pXanX + Pian2 +

■ • • + PRa„R = 0,

and also in the alternative case where »i<»2<
than «o and such that the determinant

•••<»«

det | a„j \,

n > n0;

all exist greater
a, ß = 1, • • • , R,

does not vanish. The methods are analogous to those of our proof for the
case N = 2. This completes the proof of Lemma 12.2 and hence of Theorem

12.1.
The reader may naturally be disgruntled by the conclusions of Theorem
12.1; the theorem would be more satisfying if we could replace "consistent"
by "equivalent," but we cannot do this. It is clear that under the hypotheses
of the theorem AB and A'B are equivalent; and A B and ^4'P are equivalent. But AB and AB' (or A B and A B') need not be equivalent.
For an example, put a„i = l/», » = 1, 2, • • • ; an„ = l—1/», w = 2, 3, ■ • • ;
and ank —0 Vfhenk^ 1, ». Let bxk—1/2p when k has the form 4^ —3,and bxk= 0
otherwise. Let b'lk= l/2p when k has the form 4p —1 and b'xk—0 otherwise.

Let for each « > 1
bnk = bñk = 1,

= 0,

k = n,

otherwise.

The sequence sk= [( —2)" when £=4/> —1 and 0 otherwise] is summable AB
and^4P
to 0 but isnon-summable^4P'and^4
B'. The sequence sk = [( —2)p
when k = 4p —3 and 0 otherwise] is summable AB' and AB' to O.but is nonsummable AB and A B. Thus ^4P>and AB' have overlapping convergence

fields, as do A ■B and A ■B'.
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13. Multiple products.

In terms of three methods A, B, C of summability,

we can define five types of products: ABC, A(BC)

(A B)C, A-(BC)

and

(A B)C. It is easy to show that the last two methods are equivalent. It follows easily from Theorem 7.1 that each other pair selected from the five
products may be inconsistent, even though A, B, C are regular and ank}tO,
0B*èO, andcB* = 0.

14. Kernel transformations.

Just as matrices

(ank) serve to define gen-

eralizations of limn..ooSn, so also kernels a(x, t) serve to define generalizations
of limt^xs(t). The zA transform of a function s(t) is, if it exists, given by

(zA)

S(x) = J a(x, t)s(t)dt,
J o

and s(t) is summable zA to L if S(x)-+L as x—»<».
Since the transformation zA becomes essentially a matrix transformation
of sequences when we put s(t)=sk when A—l^i<A
and a(x, t)=ank when

» —l^x<n,

A—1 ^¿<A, so that S(x) =Sn when n —1 ^x<n,

it follows that

some of our results have immediate application to kernel transformations.
We mention only the fact that the iteration product
/►

oo

/» oo

a(x, a)da 1 b(a, t)s(t)dt
o

Jo

and the composition product

(<A-<B)

V(x) = f

may represent inconsistent
<A and Î3 are regular and
negative. It thus appears
right member above may
actually produce a wrong
Cornell University,
Ithaca, N. Y.

if

a(x,-a)b(a,t)da\s(t)dt

methods of summability of functions, even though
the kernels a(x, t) and b(x, t) are everywhere nonthat a formal change of order of integration in a
not only produce a meaningless integral but may
answer.

